
The  Lies  We  Have  Lived
Through
“You can fool some of the people all of the time, and all of
the people some of the time, but you cannot fool all of the

people all of the time.” — Often attributed to Abraham Lincoln

By Victor Davis Hanson

After last Thursday’s debate, Biden himself laid to rest the
Democratic  lie  that  he  was  robust  and  in  control  of  his
faculties. In truth, he demonstrated to the nation that he is
a sad, failing octogenarian who could not perform any job in
America other than apparently the easy task of President of
the United States and Commander-in-Chief in charge of our
nuclear codes.

In 2019, Democratic primary candidates often hit rival Joe
Biden for his apparent senior moments and incoherence. During
the  2020  campaign,  Biden  often  became  in  bizarre  fashion
animated and nasty (“you ain’t black”/“fat”/“lying dog-faced
pony soldier”/“junkie”).

His  “corn  pop”  stories  were  grotesque  and  had  a  senile
accentuation of his earlier “super-predator” and “clean” black
riffs.  As  president,  his  mental  decline  progressed
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geometrically, in the sense that every three months, Biden
became far, far worse than during the prior 90 days. His
handlers long ago had determined that masking his feebleness
at the expense of the security and safety of the nation was a
small price to pay to retain power.

What  followed  was  the  most  comprehensive  deceit  in
presidential history, analogous to insisting that frail and
dying FDR in 1944 was just fine as the November election
approached or that Woodrow Wilson was expertly running the
country as he lay bedridden and near comatose.

Any who questioned the vigorous Biden narrative was trashed as
“ageist.” Special counsel Robert Hur was dubbed a “hack” for
accurately  describing  Biden  as  so  amnesiac  he  would  win
nullification acquittal from a sympathetic jury.

An array of court sycophants periodically gave interviews,
insisting that the robust Biden was smarter and wiser than
ever. His press secretary, Karin Jean-Pierre, helped coin a
new slur, “cheap fake,” for any who collated video and audio
clips  demonstrating  that  Biden  was  obviously  non  compos
mentis. Would she say the same today after the about-face CNN
panelists reviewed Biden’s serial debate lapses to support
their now-opportune advocacy that he not run for reelection?
Would she wish to be a passenger in a car driven by Biden?

In sum, the “dynamic Biden” farce was finally laid to rest by
a debate, but not before it had served the original leftist
Faustian bargain. Under the guise of COVID, an enfeebled and
stationary Biden outsourced his entire 2020 campaign to toady
journalists and surrogate politicians.

His task was to pose from his basement as the uniter, ‘good
ol’ Joe from Scranton,’ serving as the pseudo-moderate veneer
for  the  most  far  left  agenda  in  recent  history.  In  the
bargain, Joe and Jill enjoyed the privileges of power and
status, while they farmed out the presidency to an array of



former Obama subordinates and the hard left of what is left of
the old Democratic Party.

The useful lie continued throughout his presidency, escalating
in  direct  proportion  to  Joe’s  mounting  stumbles,  brain
freezes,  rambling,  and  incomprehensible  speech.  When  our
president said something either outrageous or unfathomable,
the public was to assume that it was intemperate to attribute
his failures to senility.

So, the nation became acculturated to deciphering about 60
percent of what he said and writing off the rest to his never-
to-be-spoken-of disability. It was the cognitive bookend to
the ruse that FDR was able to stand and walk—although far
worse because being wheel-chair bound is not a limitation for
a president, whereas cognitive incapacity of Biden’s magnitude
most certainly is.

The Biden lie was the crown jewel of a number of other left-
wing/media fabrications. The more they spread, the more they
seemed absurd, and the more they were refuted—so all the more
others took their place and the more their promulgators never
apologized but simply moved on to their next one. The common
denominator was that all the lies, during their existence,
were useful to the progressive project.

The Russian collusion hoax helped lose Trump the 2016 popular
vote. Its resumption during his presidency ate up 22 months of
his administration during the Special Counsel Robert Mueller
farce.

The October surprise laptop disinformation lie may have cost
Trump the 2020 election. But it was concocted so that Joe
Biden  could  stare  at  the  debate  camera  and  swear  to  the
American people that Trump was a liar, citing “51 intelligence
authorities” who insisted Hunter Biden’s laptop was a likely
hallmark of Russian disinformation.

We  were  asked  to  believe  that  clever  Russian



disinformationists fabricated all the sick photos and selfies
of poor Hunter, knew the Biden family’s intimate tensions and
fault lines as evidenced in the computer’s texts and emails,
and were able to package and deposit the computer to either a
Russian operative masquerading as a computer repairment or
have it delivered to the supposedly useful idiot. The truth
was, the FBI had the laptop during the debate and had long
verified its authenticity—and thus kept mum as its brethren
intelligence apparatchiks lied to the nation.

What  the  untruth  did  not  fully  reveal  was  that  Biden’s
campaign  foreign  policy  guru,  Antony  Blinken  (the  current
Secretary of State), cooked up the entire ruse. He enlisted
former CIA grandee Mike Morell, who then rounded up on spec
the confessed lying duo of John Brennan and James Clapper, who
in turn drafted still more deceivers, among them the once
esteemed Leon Panetta.

And the lie worked perfectly as envisioned, far better than
even  Russian  “collusion.”  The  nation  was  deceived  into
believing that the “asset” Trump was reduced once again to
colluding with Putin to enlist his former KGB soldiers to
smear  the  upright  Biden  family  and  thus  warp  yet  another
election.

Note that all these lies were never retracted. No one ever
apologizes. No one is ever punished, even when the lie is
given under oath. No one ever has any regrets. And no one ever
has any hesitation to lie again, given the utility of the
prior untruth.

We were told by the deceitful Alejandro Mayorkas that the
border  was  “secure”  as  he  deliberately  destroyed  it  and
welcomed in over 10 million illegal aliens. That lie survived
even the absurdity of years of nightly news clips (“cheap
fakes?”) of thousands swarming an open border. And it died
only  when  the  2024  election  approached  and  the  Biden
administration read polls showing that a vast majority wanted



the  border  closed  and  illegal  entrants  deported.  Then
suddenly, the lie that the border was secure transmogrified
into the back-up lie that “Republicans would not help us close
the now-insecure border.” Translated into Orwellian terms, the
border that was crossed by 10 million was always secure but
could have been made even more secure had Republicans joined
Democrats to secure what was already “secure.”

We  live  in  an  era  of  lies.  Sometimes  they  are  purely
political, like the Charlottesville “both sides” yarn. And
sometimes they change history, like the fabrications that bats
and pangolins, not the communist Chinese Wuhan virology lab,
birthed the COVID-19 virus, or the Anthony Fauci contortion
that his offices did not fund and help out, stealthily and in
circumvention of U.S. law, deadly gain-of-function virology
research in communist China.

Yet another lie was institutionalized: the January 6 riot was
a  full-fledged,  carefully  planned  armed  insurrection  to
overthrow the government. In contrast, the four months in 2020
of killing, assault, arson, and looting that saw over 35 dead,
1,500 injured law enforcement officers, $2 billion in damage,
and a federal courthouse, a police precinct and a historic
church torched were “cries of the heart” from the oppressed
and victimized.

Those  untruths  ensured  that  hundreds  of  mostly  naïve
protestors who showed up in the capitol soon became convicted
felons serving long sentences, while the 14,000 arrested for
the  2020  mayhem  were  mostly  released  as  overzealous  but
otherwise sympathetic activists.

These lies changed the course of the nation. They are birthed
by the incestuous marriage of a Washington-New York political
culture and a corrupt media.

The purveyors are Juvenal’s “who will police the police.” They
are the administrative overseers in the FBI, CIA, DOJ, and the



various cabinets and agencies. They feel they are exempt from
any consequences for the damage they do, given that in their
day jobs they operate as judges, jury and executioners.

Finally,  while  all  governments  lie,  the  left  is  far  more
adroit at it because, in their any-means-necessary/the-ends-
justify-the-means credo, they spread supposedly good “lies”
that  stop  the  Hitlerian  Trump,  neuter  the  creepy
deplorables/irredeemables/chumps/clingers  or  save  the  good
people from the MAGA anti-vaxers and assorted yahoos.

Will the lies continue?

Indeed,  they  will  thrive  until  the  people  slash  the
administrative  state  of  its  unaccountable  and  unelected
“experts”; until they indict those in the future like Andrew
McCabe, James Clapper, John Brennan and their brethren who lie
under oath or to federal investigators; until they ostracize
and utterly discredit those like Mayorkas, Fauci, and the
Bidens whose deceptions took hostage an entire nation; and
until they tune out a bankrupt media, the power cord of the
entire Pravda enterprise.
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